
Using Logic Blocks to Program 

Time for us to have a bit of fun using the logic blocks to program! For this section, I have not 

used the actual software but rather a process of explaining what these different blocks do. 

 Before we get into that, just a reminder to check out my book; Manual for Electricians 

Volume 1. You will be able to find it at www.lulu.com/spotlight/SparkyHelp 

With that done, let’s get straight into it: The Alpha controllers are absolutely great to use 

and you will find different inputs, function blocks etc. As our starting point, we will look at 

some of the logic blocks and what they mean 

First one, the AND block. 

The name of these blocks will already tell you what they will do. Let’s see if that is true. 

 

 

 

 

 

The three lines on the left represent 3 inputs and the single line on the right represents the 

output. If you have 3 inputs connected (you could use one or two), all 3 inputs must be ON 

before the output will turn on. In other words input 1 AND input 2 AND input 3 must be on. 

If we had to do the same in Ladder, it would look like this: 

 

 

Now let’s move on to the next one, namely the OR block 

 

 

 

 

The same logic applies. You have two inputs and one output. If either input 1 OR input 2 

turns on, the output will be on. As with the AND block, the name has explained what it 

would do. For the rest of this post, see if you can work out the equivalent in ladder. 
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Next, we will look at the NOT Logic. 

 

 

 

 

Same applies, if the input is NOT on, the output will be ON. When the input turns ON, the 

output will turn OFF. As a rule, this logic block is the one that can confuse some of us. How 

can the output turn on when there is no input to it? That is because we think of it like 

Electricians. Don’t, this is a logic function within the controller and it is a very useful block. 

As you start playing with these units, you will be amazed at how often you will use it. 

We will do one more for this post and that is the XOR 

 

 

 

 

In this case, if either input 1 or input 2 turn on, the output will be on. Should both input 1 

and input 2 turn on, the output will turn OFF! This is also a very useful logic block to have 

when you are writing a program. One thing to remember is the fact that; should both inputs 

turn on, the output will turn off. Don’t try to use it as an OR block. 

As with any program you write, please make sure you take all safety aspects into 

consideration. Make sure you understand exactly what the machine is meant to do, what 

impact your program would have on the function and that you always Fail To Safe. 

For the next post I will try to post some screenshots of an actual program and then do an 

explanation on how it works. Hope you find this useful and until next time…..Stay Safe and 

always think about specific site conditions before you start working! 
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